In the heart of the first French city to be designated a “Gastronomic City” by UNESCO, French In Normandy has partnered with Campus France and the FAUCHON School to offer a 3-week program that combines French courses, cultural discoveries and exciting workshops in the hotel and restaurant industry. In this program, you will discover the techniques of great chefs, meet producers and gastronomy professionals, while learning the French language.

French + Gastronomy is a program built in the heart of Rouen, a city in Normandy rich in history and culture. Rouen is also the first French city to be designated a “Gastronomic City” by UNESCO. The partnership between Campus France, FAUCHON and French in Normandy/IH Rouen brings together the best of French gastronomy with the reputation of a school that has received the Label Qualité FLE, Study Travel Awards, etc. In addition, the city of Rouen adds an exceptional touch to this program thanks to the wealth of cultural activities offered by the Metropolis and the Region.

As the birthplace of Impressionism, Rouen is one of the French cities with the most historical monuments per
square meter and offers learners an authentic destination full of discoveries. The city is proud of its position as the capital of a region known for its gastronomy and local products.

At the FAUCHON School, you will discover the jobs of great chefs, pastry chefs, chocolate makers... You will meet cheese producers, market gardeners, fishmongers, wine waiters... You will also have the opportunity to discover the hotel industry through visits to prestigious establishments. These encounters and enriching experiences may allow you to better prepare your professional orientation in this exciting sector.

At FRENCH IN NORMANDY / IH ROUEN you will have the opportunity to improve your French through dynamic classes with an action-oriented pedagogy. Our courses will also allow you to discover the French culture. Our team will be at your disposal to accompany you throughout your stay.

Our school, which welcomes students from all over the world, will allow you to meet new people and you will remember it forever.

**COURSE CONTENT**

**40 HOURS PER WEEK**

- **French as a foreign language:** 15 hours per week
  > Acquisition or advanced language, communication and intercultural skills;
  > Improved grammar and syntax;
  > Improved written and oral expression.

- **Gastronomy at FAUCHON School**
  > Hands-on cooking and pastry classes;
  > Wine tasting;
  > Meet with artisan chocolate makers, cheesemongers and hospitality professionals;
  > Visits of restaurants & hotels, of a professional fresh market.

- **Project module:** guided project
  > Compare the organization of a company in your country with those in France;
  > Presentation of team projects.

- **Discover Normandy’s treasures**
  > Visits of 2 of the most important tourist sites in Normandy.

**Non-contractual program, subject to change. A minimum of 12 students is required.**

The terms and conditions of sale including booking, cancellation and payment can be found on the French in Normandy website, www.frenchinnormandy.com.
WEEK 1

MONDAY
> Morning French lessons at French in Normandy
> Afternoon
- Cocktails workshop
- Introduction to the different training courses in the hotel, catering and hospitality sector
- Orientation visit to Rouen

TUESDAY
> Morning French lessons at French in Normandy
> Afternoon Pâtisserie workshop at FAUCHON School

WEDNESDAY
> Morning French lessons at French in Normandy
> Afternoon Guided project at French in Normandy

THURSDAY
> Morning French lessons at French in Normandy
> Afternoon French cookery workshop at FAUCHON School

FRIDAY
> Morning French lessons at French in Normandy
> Afternoon Visit to local artisans cheese/bread
Follow up Discussion with a “Meilleur Ouvrier de France” (French award winning chef)

SATURDAY
> Cultural visit / excursion with Rouen Erasmus Fun

WEEK 2

MONDAY
> Morning French lessons at French in Normandy
> Afternoon Visit to a local producer of chocolate

TUESDAY
> Morning French lessons at French in Normandy
> Afternoon Pâtisserie and chocolate workshop at FAUCHON School

WEDNESDAY
> Morning French lessons at French in Normandy
> Afternoon Guided project at French in Normandy

THURSDAY
> Morning French lessons at French in Normandy
> Afternoon French cookery workshop at FAUCHON School

FRIDAY
> Morning French lessons at French in Normandy
> Afternoon Conference and wine workshop initiation and tasting session

SATURDAY
> Cultural visit / excursion with Rouen Erasmus Fun
**3 WEEKS AT FRENCH IN NORMANDY**

**ÉCOLE FAUCHON**

**JEAN-FRANÇOIS DUTREY**
Development Manager / Educational Engineering
Marketing & Mobility Department, Campus France
jean-francois.dutrey@campusfrance.org

---

**MONDAY**
> Morning French lessons at French in Normandy
> Afternoon Visit to a range of hotels in Rouen, discussion with managers and directors

**TUESDAY**
> Morning French lessons at French in Normandy
> Afternoon Visit to the local “Marché d’Intérêt National” (professional market in Rouen), to see how different products are sourced

**WEDNESDAY**
> Morning French lessons at French in Normandy
> Afternoon Presentation of the training offer in France (Bachelor and Master degrees) in the field of gastronomy

**THURSDAY**
> Morning French lessons at French in Normandy
> Afternoon French cookery workshop at FAUCHON School

**FRIDAY**
> Morning French lessons at French in Normandy
> Afternoon Pâtisserie and workshop at FAUCHON School followed by a debate

**SATURDAY**
> Morning Departure

---

**FRENCH + GASTRONOMY**
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